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Sword of Truth: Razor’s Edge of the
Emerald Ray
Easter Conclave 2018
Carving the Manifestation of Your Presence into Your Life
Discourse — March 28, 2018

This Class the Ascended Masters seek to elevate your
consciousness into your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence
and have you participate in the Transcendence, the exalted God
Consciousness of your Presence, lowering its nature into your life.
Serapis Bey as Phidias spent nine years on his “Athena Promachos”
statue, depicting Pallas Athena in her role as defender, and another
eight years on his “Athena Parthenos” statue, depicting her as the
virgin maiden. Phidias also spent twelve years attuning with Zeus
for his statue. Just as Phidias meditated on Pallas Athena and Zeus
and strove to lower the Patterns of their Consciousnesses into this
outer world, you are striving to lower the Light, Life, and Love
of your own God Presence through your words, conduct, feelings,
and thoughts. All of these are to carve the living, breathing
manifestation of your Christ Presence and I AM Presence into this
world of form to become the be-all and the end-all of your life.

You Are the Flame of God!

Maha Chohan — March 28, 2018

The Maha Chohan inaugurates this Conclave in honor
of his Beloved Twin Flame, Pallas Athena, and all who stand in
the Fullness of the Truth of Cosmic Law®. He reminds you that
you are the Flame of God! You are intended to be and expand that
Flame throughout the entirety of your incarnation. Stating that life
is a series of Initiations, he instructs that just as Odysseus had his
lessons, so you have yours. You are the Mighty I AM Presence,
the Individualization of God! Holding fast to the God Awareness
of who you are is the test for the true Initiate on the Path. Use the
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Momentum, the Fire, the Teaching, and the Cosmic Law of your
Being to ignite the Ascension in your life. That is a Mighty Work!
It takes the full commitment of your life. Your Victory is won by
the choices you make, the decisions, the vibration, the Law that
you are.

Emulate the Patterns of Perfection in Your Presence
Discourse — March 29, 2018

Your Presence is the initiator of your incarnation, here
for the purpose of taking its God Dominion over creation through
the Victory of the Ascension in the Light. It is your task to identify
with your Presence and the Patterns of Perfection of your own
Individual God Identity. Accept the nature of your Presence as
already being the accomplished Ascended Master, with all of the
Divine Qualities that that entails. You can be inspired by those
Patterns, weaving into your outer expression those Ideals of your
Presence while transmuting all the lesser patterns in your outer self.
Your Presence is the doer, the prime mover, and must do its work
from within out through your four lower bodies. Your job is to
make the call, to hold the tether of consciousness to your Presence,
and to remove from yourself all that is unlike the Perfect Patterns
of the Electronic Body of your I AM Presence.

Walking the Steep Path to the Ascension Temple
Serapis Bey — March 29, 2018

Serapis Bey instructs you on what you need to keep in
the forefront of your consciousness, even now as you are moving
toward the Ascension at the close of this life. You have the Flame
of God abiding upon the Altar of your Heart and that is where you
take command of your life. Draw forth the Sword of Truth of your
Identity in God, and allow your Victory to begin. Call upon the
White Fire if you desire to wield the Razor’s Edge Sword of Truth.
There is nothing that any Ascended Master or the Light of your
Presence can do for you absent your engagement in that Light — it
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must all be done through you, and through you is the key. The work
begins at your altar and every word is a Cup of Light. Any sense of
opposition in your life is an opportunity to prove the Law. Hold the
Vision of your Presence fixed in your consciousness as the goal of
life and all will be well!

Turning Challenges into God Victory
Discourse — March 29, 2018

Through countless incarnations, individuals fixate
on outer appearances and pour their own creative thought and
feeling into those appearances, giving them power. Unreality
only has power if there is an emotional or mental force pushing
it forward. You may think you are contending with worldwide
forces, but the real enemy is within your own accumulated records
of discord expressing through your memory and feeling worlds.
When that accumulated pressure of discord is transmuted, the
outer appearance will collapse. So be very firm with your feeling
world. Follow the example of your Presence and do not give in
to appearances. Train your spiritual vision and attunement to hold
to God in Action in the place of every condition. The formula for
overcoming is to stay your spiritual course and to practice your
calls, along with receiving assistance from the Ascended Masters.
As The Odyssey illustrates, Pallas Athena is the champion of all
who strive toward their Ascension.

Hold Fast to the Emerald Ray and Be God Victorious!
Lady Master Leto — March 29, 2018

Stating that you have much still to achieve, Leto instructs
you to stay within the point of center of your being. Necessity’s
Ray allows you to gain mastery in fulfilling the requirements of
your Presence. Many times the maladies that come upon you may
be to test whether or not you can draw upon the Truth of your
Identity. Learn Patience and the God Quality of Poise to hold the
Charge of Light. Learn Mastery of the Will of God, Illumination’s
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Flame, and unconditional Love to receive the Emerald Ray. Your
Presence’s intent is for you to be the Christ. Your Presence deserves
your full attention, and that primes the pump of a greater Love that
it can expand through you. Hold fast to the Emerald Ray so that
it will pour forth the Attainment you require to utilize wisely all
that God has in store for you. The Light of God will fill your every
need, your every desire, if you stay the course and hold fast!

Embracing the Allness of the Truth of Cosmic Law
Discourse — March 30, 2018

The study of the Truth of Cosmic Law bridges the gap
for the outer mind between the obstacles of doubt and incredulity
and the higher Truths. If you are laboring under a subconscious
acceptance of mistaken beliefs, the Law of the Being of your
Presence will not be able to act through you to the fullest extent.
Forging new pathways of intuition into the higher Realities of
God, directed by your Presence, will enable you to see beyond
appearances, as Pallas Athena taught Parmenides to do. Then
you can annihilate the unreality with the Sword of Truth. As was
Parmenides, you can be lifted in consciousness by Pallas Athena
to the Great Central Sun. And when you rise further into the Lux
Invictus Moment, you will finally realize this Light is the Source
of everything spiritual and everything has come forth from that
Source.

We Have Won Our Victory — It is Now Your Turn to Win
Yours
Saint Germain — March 30, 2018

Saint Germain calls forth the Sword of Truth for this era
so that you will not mistake the initiations and opportunities that
you are to pass with God Victory at every turn. Recognize and
appreciate the Charge of Light that is given to you daily by the
Mighty I AM Presence. You have far more Attainment than you
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are allowing to come to the fore. Saint Germain once again warns
the students of the karmic consequences of gossip, which prevents
new Dispensations from coming forth and has caused wars and
the collapse of civilizations. Cleanse the palate of worldly tastes
so there can be an expansion of Attainment. For you to step into
new pathways of Mastery, desired by your Presence for greater
Attainment, the Flame of God has to be in command. You are
called in this era to be the shining Light of the Christ, to uphold
that Light for the Earth.

Your True Relationship with Your Presence
Discourse — March 30, 2018

Saint Germain has said to see your Presence as the
Ascended Master within to whom you can talk. The very
consciousness looking out from the eyes of the Ancient of Days,
Sanat Kumara, is also native to your own Individualized Presence.
Esteem your body as the Temple of the most High God. This
Conference is an opportunity for you to drink in and absorb the
ideas transferred to your Heart Flame by the Masters, to understand
and experience the most multifaceted idea and ideal of that Glorious
Presence and lower that Presence into your life, just as Serapis Bey
lowered the Consciousness of Zeus when he crafted the statue
as Phidias. Come and elevate in attunement into the Vision and
understanding of your own Individualized Mighty I AM Presence.
Monroe reads aloud a detailed prayer to the Presence, given by
Saint Germain for you to make your own, returning all power back
to the Presence. As you do so, your Presence will bring to you all
the abundance you require in your life.

We are Talking About Your Mastery in God!
Cyclopea — March 30, 2018

The Elohim Cyclopea impresses upon you the nature of
your purpose and destiny in this life and beyond and what you are
intended to achieve. You are to be a living Pillar of Fire so that new
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Dispensations can come forth and to brandish the Sword of Truth
so all will know the Truth of God is upon the Earth. As you stand
in the Holy of Holies making your calls, the Rays of Light from
your Presence go forth anywhere in the world, quieting, piercing
through confusion, healing the sick and ending wars. That is the
Mastery you can achieve! It is time to believe in the Power of the
Emerald Ray. Put it to the test and experience a miracle from the
calls you have made and you will have a permanent record of that
Victory as a guiding Light. You have been to the Retreats of the
Masters. Some have held the vision of the desire of their Presence
for many lifetimes. When you take up that work it is Bliss and you
know you are fulfilling your Divine purpose in life.

You are Called to a Mighty Work
El Morya — March 31, 2018

Receive the acclaim from the Masters for choosing to
enter into the spirit of unity of the Allness of God as your Presence
does. With the overshadowing of the Holy Christ Presence you
have the all-important clarity available, you have the Mind of
God available, you are filled with the Divine Attributes of God,
you know when to change course. Moving in the Will of God you
will bring to the fore perfect gifts to share. As your Heart Flame
expands beyond your physical body, it will touch all of God in
life. El Morya gives insight into mastering initiations quickly. This
Path of Mastery requires perceptivity, the ability to feel, to hear, to
be attentive to every Affirmation of God Quality and Virtue. Your
calls can be permanently recorded on the God Star Sirius. Connect
with the God Consciousness of Surya, Elohim of Akasha, who was
a great assistance to El Morya himself.

Liberation from Past Records and Unreality
Discourse — April 1, 2018

Knowing the Truth of Cosmic Law® will bring you God
Freedom and liberation from outer, negative experiences. As life
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is used to express thoughts, feelings, and desires, it etches patterns
and records on the screen of manifestation. Those expressions
follow a circulatory route, going out and then returning, etching a
pattern in the psyche of the one who sent them forth. These are the
records of the not-self whose instincts must be transmuted so the
God Presence can take dominion over them. Every time you give
decrees, you are invoking the Light of your Presence to take that
dominion. The Ascended Masters teach you to view things from
the perspective of your Mighty I AM Presence. All of the outer
appearances that report imperfection are unreal, because they do
not register in the Heart of God. When you say those experiences
have no power, you are stating a Truth of Cosmic Law. When you
make the calls and are fulfilling the Law, the Masters can lend their
full Attainment to your Victory.

Putting the Light into Action is Your Holy Purpose
The Goddess of Light — April 1, 2018

The Goddess of Light suggests that you set your
momentum of Light firmly fixed in the swirling action of the
Threefold Flame at the beginning of your day. Ask yourself: Can
I hold the Fire of the Light of my Presence and be who I AM
morning, noon, and night without compromising who I AM? As
you move through these planes of consciousness, you must put the
Flame of God into active use, operate the Emerald Ray, and hold
fast to the Divine Will of all that you have come to accomplish.
There is no greater joy than the Joy of God Freedom when you
are in the uplifting current of the Flame of God and the Fire of
God surges through you. The Goddess of Light teaches that if you
invoke the Light at the beginning of each day and stand in that
Light, you will have all your Mighty I AM Presence desires for you
and would accomplish through you. The Presence you so desire is
right upon the Altar of your Heart.
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You are Called to Resurrect Life
Beloved Jesus — April 1, 2018

For there to be true Peace, there must be the anchoring of
the Light of God in the Earth. When you hold the Fire of your own
Mighty I AM Presence focused on lifestreams suffering throughout
the Earth, the Holy Angels and Ascended Masters will expand that
Fire with their own Momentum. The Emerald Ray will pierce
through your thoughts, energy, and momentums and bring them
back into the Truth of your Identity. When you couple that Emerald
Matrix Momentum with Resurrection’s Flame, your vehicles will
be refined and brought back into Divine Order. Remember, you are
your brother’s keeper and it is your Responsibility as the Christ to
call forth and be that Light. Let this be for you a day of Resurrection
in the Truth of your Identity in God, so you won’t miss one day to
expand the Light of God and be the Presence where you are.
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The Truth of Cosmic Law
Easter Acropolis Sophia 2018
The Importance and Therapeutic Value of Engaging in
Cosmic Law
Discourse — April 2, 2018

Just as there is the true Love of Wisdom, there should
be the true Love of Cosmic Law. Cosmic Law is the Law of the
nature of all Reality. It is operative whether you are aware of
it or not. No one, not even Alpha and Omega, can change any
principle of Cosmic Law. It is impersonal and will act when you
apply it, just as when the greatest Cosmic Being applies it. The
principles of Cosmic Law are operative and act with absolute
precision, and because they are universal, they are impersonal
— meaning not personal, not individual. The Law is going to
act in every single case, and those Laws are always around us
here. When you learn, obey, and embrace these Laws, you find
Freedom. And when you understand these principles of Cosmic
Law and what is really going on, you are able to focus your
consciousness in the right way. You are then able to play your
part consciously in cooperation with your Presence.
Become a Pillar of Fire Operating in Akasha!
Elohim Surya — April 2, 2017

Surya, Elohim of the First Secret Ray of Akasha,
reminds you to hold the pristine Perfection of the Mind of God
firmly fixed within each of your vehicles at all times. Guard
well Purity in your life. Discipline your vehicles, purifying
them with the Violet Flame and refining your palate in keeping
with the Light of your Heart. Stand as a Pillar of Fire, making
your calls and asking that your calls be expanded. Learn how
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to direct your vehicles by the Threefold Flame of your Heart,
until you are literally a walking symphony of the Music of the
Spheres and your vehicles are ready for the work of your God
Presence! Surya hopes that you will realize how close is the
Realm of Akasha. Let your calls and the Light that you send
forth continue to build your Momentum and that God Good that
you invoke will bless not only your lifestream, but the Earth
itself!
In the Allness of God You Know the Truth of Your Identity
Lord Maitreya — April 3, 2018

Enter into the deep Peace of the Buddhic Consciousness
with Lord Maitreya and know the Allness of God! Describing
an Initiation that was given to the Anointed Representative,
Lord Maitreya desires you to let go and allow your Presence to
establish that same experience for you. Let your consciousness
flow into the Allness of God and experience God in all of Life.
For everywhere your consciousness touches, there you are — a
part of that which you have focused upon. As you move, think,
create, and emanate the Light and energy through your spiritual
centers, setting up a resonance within your outer vehicles,
you take on a greater awareness of the operation of your own
Presence through your lifestream. Surrender all that you are, all
that you ever hope to be. For only then can you truly know who
you are in the Presence of God.
Understanding Your Relationship to the Allness of God

Discourse — April 3, 2018

The Allness of God will move into action and fill
your need because you are the Authority for that to manifest.
When you shift your consciousness to the Presence of God,
that Allness of God releases streams of its own Divine Power,
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which manifest as various expressions of God in Action. When
you slough off discord, self-imposed superstitions, and mortal
limitations, you become more of the universal expression of the
Godhead. So shift the focus of your sense of self — of who you
are and where you are — and know “I AM here and I AM there.”
As you restore this sense and it becomes more a part of your
life, you will realize that wherever you might be, that Allness of
God is always available to you. It is always everywhere present
and the limitless Power of that Presence can come forth.
The very Presence of God will speak to You if You will Listen!
The Great Divine Director — April 3, 2018

The Beloved Great Divine Director addresses your
ability to hear the Voice of God and clarifies what it means to
surrender to the Allness of God. Surrender to God does not
mean losing your momentum. In the Higher Octaves all the
Cosmic Beings know that surrender to The One brings a sharing
and expansion of Momentum. It begins with knowing your
Identity, knowing Cosmic Law. It requires the willingness to
hear and recognize the Voice of God speaking through and to
you, to be attentive to the nudges of the Light Rays so you do
not miss one visitation or direction. Making this commitment to
your Presence and choosing the Will of God means the Rays can
work more quickly. Know that the Ascension charges the world
and blesses all mankind, and the Ascended Masters and Cosmic
Beings want you to call on them to bless your life and family.
Instruction on the Fulfillment of the Necessities of Life
Lady Master Leto — April 4, 2018

Lady Master Leto instructs you on Necessity’s Ray —
how you can have instantaneous response to the call of the
Emerald Ray and to the fulfillment of necessity within your life,
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knowing that the Presence of God has answered your call. Along
with refining your vehicles, you must prepare your Chalice of
Being to enter into the alchemies of calling forth the Light of
God. As you succeed in training your vehicles and you then
have a necessity of life, as quickly as you formulate a call within
your mind, or even before the call is fashioned, your Presence is
already responding. Leto hopes that you will allow her words to
be burned upon your mind, saturated into your emotional body,
and rehearsed until you have memorized this Teaching. Let this
Light and Momentum of the pressure of Necessity’s Ray always
remind you that the Presence of God can and will fulfill all God
Good.
Let your Momentum be Ready to Part Seas of Adversity
Lord Ling — April 4, 2018

Lord Ling tells how, as Moses, he was removed
unexpectedly from his early life of opulence into the wilderness,
stripped of all he was in the outer. He came to know the
Presence of God revealed by the Nameless One in the burning
bush. By drawing your attention to this, he reminds you that
this Path is one of Mastery and you cannot achieve that by
hiding or retreating from engaging in life. Because you know
of the Mighty I AM Presence and the Threefold Flame, great
Victories are expected of you. You may lead just one lifestream
to recognize the Light of God. They will respond to how you
bring forth sustenance and part the waters of adversity for your
family, home, and country. Lord Ling urges you to believe, to
stop wandering in the wilderness, and to bring about the God
Freedom of your True Identity in God.
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Do Not Give Quarter to Nothingness
Discourse — April 5, 2018

If you want Mastery in this world, you must hold the
reins of God Control over your lower vehicles and not permit
them to sympathize with physical or emotional disturbances
or to revolve anything erupting from the memory body.
Until you are able to do this, Light will flow more slowly
through your Crystal Cord. There is no commingling of God
Perfection with human imperfection. You have to let go of
every thought of imperfection and every feeling of imperfection
that would ripple through your world, this includes a sense of
righteous indignation, injustice, or resentment. There must be
unconditional forgiveness and forgetfulness for every actual
or perceived assault, personally or globally. Human sympathy
must also be eliminated from your consciousness. When you
read the record of the Providential Love God has for all the
evolutions of life, you will know happiness because you will
realize all is well ― the Hand of God is at work.
Be ready to fulfill the Law in the Vibration of God Love
Kwan Yin — April 5, 2018

Beloved Kwan Yin releases in-depth instruction on
establishing the flow of the Love of God as it pierces through all
human conditions, bringing a restoration of all that was intended
by the Consciousness of God in the beginning. Step by step,
the Goddess of Mercy takes you on a journey with God Love
leading the way. Establish the figure-eight flow of Love between
you and your Presence first so that Love can flow out to God in
all of life, whether it is to another lifestream, the elementals, or
an Ascended Master. Feel the great Compassion of this august
member of the Karmic Board as she teaches the nature of true
Compassion, as opposed to the vibration of sympathy. Let your
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consciousness be firmly fixed upon the Love of God and when
called, you will be ready to answer in that Love to fulfill the
Heart’s Desiring of God for the Earth.
Enter the Silence of Your Presence to Manifest Your Alchemies
Mighty Cosmos — April 6, 2018

Mighty Cosmos, Elohim of the Fourth Secret Ray,
schools you on working your own alchemies and utilizing
Necessity’s Ray. He walks you through an exercise in
experiencing that glorious Silence in your own Presence, which
can be your Reality if you allow your Heart Flame to excel to
the conscious awareness of your I AM Presence and enter into
that Silence. Necessity’s Ray does not allow for a true initiate
on the Path to stay comfortable for long. These vehicles of
consciousness that you wear must work together to become
the Temple of the Most High. If you are to be the Truth of the
Cosmic Law of your own Identity in God, then you must refine
all of your vehicles, all of your perceptions of life, all of your
attitudes, all that you desire — surrendering all to the Presence
of God so that you can regularly experience that Silence in the
Presence that Mighty Cosmos describes to you.
Stand as the Example of the Light
El Morya — April 6, 2018

El Morya enters into the Heart of your Presence to
know what is the desire of your Presence for him to convey to
you. You have already been tutored in the Retreats. It is time
to put that training to practical application. You have all that
you require to fulfill your Divine Destiny. Realize that your
Presence has always held the Flame for you. That Flame that
burns upon the Altar of your Heart extends into your outer
vehicles the Signature Keynote of your own God Presence. You
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must train your vehicles by invoking the Flames of God that will
course through them. They know the Light, the Consciousness
that directs them, and therefore they will hold to those Divine
Patterns if you will maintain the vibration that they require to
live within. El Morya lowers the Light of the Will of God of
your Mighty I AM Presence round about you so that you can
feel that Charge and have a greater understanding of the Truth
of the Law of your Being.
Morya Night Questions & Answers
El Morya — April 6, 2018

Beloved Master Morya explains how new cycles are
initiated in your life. If your Heart is in attunement and flourishing
within your consciousness, you will be able to embrace that
cycle and engage the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence in
the very life that you live. On the subject of other organizations
and students, El Morya clarifies that your example in raising up
the Light at The Temple of The Presence sends the signal of the
Light of God that the Ascended Masters are holding fast to the
Truth of Cosmic Law. For healing in the body, you must instill
Peace once again and allow for Harmony to return. It is then that
you can be bathed in the Healing Currents of the Presence, the
Love of the Presence, and the understanding of the Presence.
Why be concerned about the unreality and the karmic patterns
that still remain in any of the subplanes? You have the tools, the
Fire, the Mighty I AM Presence to deal with them.
Understanding What it Means to be a Torch Bearer of The
Temple
Discourse — April 7, 2018

What is the commitment of a Torch Bearer? A Torch
Bearer desires to build Saint Germain’s Golden Age and
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recognizes The Temple of The Presence as the Activity sponsored
by the Ascended Masters to advance their Divine Plan for the
Earth. A Torch Bearer acknowledges that the Brotherhood
speaks with one voice, accepts the Anointed Representatives as
the Ascended Masters’ Messengers empowered to deliver their
Discourses and Dictations, acknowledges the Collegia Serapis®
as the Office safeguarding the Purity of the Truth of Cosmic
Law, and affirms all of the Articles of Faith expressed in the
Torch Bearer Affirmations. You are cautioned against signing
these Affirmations for the wrong reasons and “Aristotling” the
Teachings. A history of The Temple is given including Anointed
Representative Monroe Julius Shearer’s ordination as a minister
in the Summit Lighthouse by Serapis Bey. This included the
“laying on of hands,” signifying Apostolic Succession. The
Mantles he received throughout his time with the Summit
Lighthouse were never rescinded.
The Truth of Your Identity as the Mighty I AM Presence
Sophia, Mother of Wisdom — April 7, 2018

To gain the true Wisdom of Cosmic Law requires you
to become attuned to your own Mighty I AM Presence as well
as your own vehicles of consciousness, for that is the proving
ground of what you are learning. The Presence of God desires
to be constantly engaged in life. When unreality confronts you,
maintain your Peace and Tranquility, calling forth Illumination’s
Flame and the Mind of God to pierce through that disturbance.
You are charged with the Responsibility to hold fast to what
you have learned, to the disciplines you have been taught, and
to the Charge that comes upon you each time you engage with
your Mighty I AM Presence, the Ascended Masters, and the
Consciousness of the Light taught from this Altar. Beloved
Sophia comes to impart to you her Momentum of Wisdom,
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affirming that you can build your foundation upon the Cosmic
Law that you receive at this Altar. As the edifice of your Temple
is built, it will not crumble, because the foundation is true. It is
built upon the Truth of Cosmic Law.
Remember Your Goal and Call Upon the Allness of God
Discourse — April 8, 2018

This week a new level of understanding of the Presence
of God has been reached. The Truth of that Law will become
your greatest Shield and Sword whereby you may cleave asunder
God Reality from the overlay of unreality. This message of God
Truth has its roots in the Realm of Eternal Being. These Eternal
Truths are correct and authentic and should be embraced by
millions of lightbearers as precepts and stepping stones into the
Higher Realms of Perfection. If you are earnest about your Path
and make your calls in Faith, the Ascended Masters will fly to
your side to assist you. Behind all is the Allness of the Presence
of God that will fill space in answer to your calls, displacing
all the other appearances. The Allness of God can well up
everywhere and be the foundation for the Dawning Golden Age
of Saint Germain. You, as the Individualization of your Mighty
I AM Presence, have the ability to call forth the Allness of God
into your life and the world at large.
Stand in the Truth of Cosmic Law and Embody the Golden
Age of One
Pallas Athena — April 8, 2018

Pallas Athena is most concerned with what will foster
a Golden Age on the Earth. Entertaining patterns of dislike,
distrust, hatred, or any form of negativity will not result in your
Ascension. If you do not like some part of life, have nothing to
do with it; seal yourself in the Light of your Presence and be
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about your own business. What matters is what your Mighty
I AM Presence is thinking through you, loving and acting
through you, and what is the vibration of your countenance. Is
it the Vibration of the Christ Light? Is it Bliss and Peace, Joy,
Compassion, Harmony, Strength and Courage? Once you have
learned to establish a Golden Age of One, you then have the
ability to hold those Patterns fixed within your consciousness
and to visualize the Rays of your Mighty I AM Presence and the
Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light going forth to anchor
that Golden Age across the Earth.
Fulfill Your Divine Order and Fiery Destiny
Vaivasvata Manu — April 15, 2018

When your Heart Flame comes into embodiment, it
knows it is the Son and Daughter of God vested with Purity,
Divine Intent, and the Abundance of God Love. Many times
you may feel removed from that Divinity, wondering if there
is any hope for you. But there is more than just a flicker of
hope, for you have a blaze of Fire swirling round about your
own Heart Flame, galvanizing you into the Body Consciousness
of your own Mighty I AM Presence. Vested in this Radiance,
you never lose sight for one moment that you are the Christ,
an example to others that you can live a full and joyous life.
You have the opportunity to prepare for the Seventh Root Race,
which will come forth with a Charge of Light that instantly
embodies Purity and invokes the Violet Flame upon the Earth
as a final transmutation for the Golden Age. You are building
a Momentum of God Consciousness upon the Earth that will
receive these glorious lifestreams.
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